Abstract
The recently developed Permanent Scatterers (PS) technique is a processing tool in the field of space-borne SAR interferometry to detect terrain deformations with millimeter accuracy. Such accuracy is achieved in correspondence of privileged targets, the so-called Permanent Scatterers. Even if the PS technique is an operational tool since 2001, the physical nature of the PS’s is still a subject of investigation. A good knowledge of the PS nature is an essential step to improve the interpretation of the measured ground deformation and to get a more precise topographic reconstruction. In this work we present the last results of this research program obtained by using 120 ERS and ENVISAT repeated acquisitions on the area of Milano (Italy). First, the PS’s position and their elevation with respect to the ground are estimated with high precision. Then the scattering pattern of the targets as a function of their geometrical characteristics (dimensions and orientation) is analyzed. The variation of the amplitudes of the radar returns as a function of the acquisition geometry (Normal Baseline and Doppler Centroid) is linked to the extension of the scatterer in range and azimuth. In addition, exploiting an auto-interferogram generated from an ENVISAT Alternating Polarization acquisition, odd and even bounces of radar echoes are identified thus separating specular or trihedral reflectors from dihedrals. Finally the ground and the buildings elevations of the city of Milan are shown together with the measurements of the building deformation as a function of the temperature and building height.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Permanent Scatterers (PS) technique is a powerful operational tool for monitoring ground deformations on a large number of natural coherent targets (up to 700 PS/km² in urban areas), exploiting long series of SAR data [1], [2]. The most attractive aspect of this approach is the capability of providing measurements relative to individual radar targets with unprecedented precision. Even if the PS technique has being used since the late nineties, the physical nature of PS’s is still under investigation as a key step for a correct interpretation of the measured deformation mechanism. As an example, the phase of a dihedral formed by the ground and a building wall does not change in presence of buildings slow subsidence, but it changes in case of ground subsidence [3]. In second instance, the classification of reflecting structures behaving as PS allows an a-priori identification of the PS’s looking at the structural details of buildings. Finally, if we know the PS’s physical nature, we can foresee their electromagnetic behaviour under different acquisition geometries, frequencies and polarizations, and we can develop feasibility studies on the integration of interferometric SAR multiple sensors (e.g. ERS and ENVISAT coherent exploitation [4], [5] or the future Radarsat 1 and Radarsat 2 coherent exploitation). In this paper we describe the methodology adopted to tackle the problem of the PS physical nature and we report the principal results we obtained.

2. PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

The present work is based on the analysis of 120 SAR images of town of Milano where ground truth data are easily accessible to us. The 120 SAR images dataset has been acquired by ERS-1, ERS-2 and ENVISAT satellites from 1992 to 2005. Normal baseline values range from -4000 to 4000 m and Doppler Centroid from -4 to 4 PRF (such a wide DC range is mainly due to ERS-2 acquisitions in gyro-less mode). Moreover, two 16MHz spectral bands centred around 5.3GHz (ERS radar frequency) and 5.331GHz (ENVISAT radar frequency) have been exploited. The processed area covers 16x18 Km² around the city-centre. Four different measurements have been carried out for each PS: the elevation with respect to the ground, the radiation pattern, the auto-interferogram phase of an ENVISAT alternating
polarization acquisition and the phase dependence on the air temperature measured at the SAR acquisition time.

2.1. Elevation

The PS location should be known within a few meters accuracy in the 3D space to be able to associate the PS to a physical structure. To this aim we exploit the PS relative height that, together with the deformation rate, is the principal product of the PS analysis. The PS approach is described in detail in [1] and [2]. Here, we wish briefly recall that, for a given PS with slant range position and elevation respectively $\Delta r$ and $\Delta q$ (relative to the centre of the sampling cell), the following expression of the geometric component of the interferometric phase holds:

$$
\Delta \phi = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \left( \Delta r \frac{B_s}{R_M \tan \theta} + \Delta q \frac{B_s}{R_M \sin \theta} \right)
$$

Here $\lambda$ is the radar wavelength, $B_s$ the Normal Baseline, $R_M$ the sensor-target distance and $\theta$ the incidence angle. The first term is related to the flat terrain and can be compensated exploiting the WGS84 ellipsoid and the satellite state vectors. The second term contains the target height, which can be estimated as the value that fits the measurement. In figure 1 we report the PS’s elevation so found along the azimuth coordinate, which approximately corresponds to the North-South direction. From figure 1 the average 3m per km N-S slope of the area of Milano can be easily appreciated. The PS elevation referred to the surrounding ground level can be achieved by estimating and subtracting the lower envelope of the cloud of points in figure 1. The result obtained is shown in figure 2. Focusing the attention on details, one can appreciate some set of adjacent points with high elevations, describing high regular structures. It is worth noting the thickening of high points around the centre of Milan, where the buildings are higher and closer among themselves. We wish to point out that such a precision of PS height estimate is due to the high dispersion of Normal Baseline values, ranging from -4000 to 4000 m. With such a dataset, despite of the presence of a few outliers showing strong negative elevation, the achieved average elevation accuracy is close to 1m [6].

2.2. Amplitudes analysis

The identification of each PS backscattering pattern as a function of Normal Baseline and Doppler Centroid is the second step of the PS’s characterization. It should be pointed out that ERS-2 loss of gyroscopes, usually seen as a negative fact, turns out to be a very positive circumstance to get the microwave radiation pattern of each scatterer also in the azimuth direction. The PS backscattering radiation pattern has been modelled with a cardinal sine both in range and azimuth domains. Each PS is thus identified by 4 parameters: width and orientation in range and azimuth directions. As far as range is concerned, the PS backscattering radiation pattern observed by the satellite as a function of the Normal Baseline $B_n$ is a cardinal sine whose main lobe width is inversely proportional to the target extension $L_x$ measured along the normal to the slant range. The main lobe position $B_{dc}$ on the Normal Baseline axis indicates the target pointing.

$$
s(B_n) = \text{sinc} \left[ \frac{2L_x}{\lambda R_M (B_n - B_{dc})} \right]
$$

Likewise we obtain for the azimuth dimension a backscattering radiation pattern as a function of the Doppler centroid variation with respect to the master image $\Delta f_{DC}$:

$$
s(\Delta f_{DC}) = \text{sinc} \left[ \frac{L_{az}}{\text{PRF} \delta_{az}} (\Delta f_{DC} - \Delta f_{DC0}) \right]
$$

Here PRF is the pulse repetition frequency and $\delta_{az}$ the azimuth sampling step. It should be pointed out that modelling the backscattering radiation pattern as a cardinal sine is quite a strong hypotesis. Nonetheless it has been seen that this is the case for most of the identified PS. In figures 3 and 4 some results of the estimated PS dimensions are shown. The colour scale of figure 3 indicates the PS’s density in Milano as a function of the estimated PS’s azimuth extension (x-axis) and PS azimuth orientation (y-axis). The azimuth orientation is expressed as the normalized Doppler Centroid (Hz/PRF) deviation with respect to the master image which is barycentric within the dataset. Figure 3 shows that large coherently
observed PS’s (on the right of the image) are mainly pointed toward the master acquisition since their radiation pattern is narrow. On the other hand, narrow PS’s (on the left of the image) do not show such a strict pointing requirement since their radiation pattern is wider. On the same image it can be observed that some of the PS’s are seen through their secondary lobes that are separated by the main lobe by an angle (vertical on the image) that is inversely proportional to the PS azimuth dimension. In between there are the zeros of the radiation pattern that generate null density areas clustering along curves clearly visible in figure 3. It should be pointed out that PS azimuth dimensions larger than the resolution cell (about 5 meters for ERS and Envisat) can be detected.

Narrow PS’s with a wide scattering pattern should remain coherent when observed from different acquisition geometries. A PS with the very same 3D location in images acquired with different looking angle is reported in figure 4. Here, data acquired from 2 different ERS and ENVISAT parallel tracks (208 and 480) with 3° incidence angle difference are plotted together, showing very high coherence.
From a technical point of view it should be emphasized that images co-registration is much more critical when working on amplitudes than on phases of interferometric images. In the case of ERS and ENVISAT SAR data, coregistration errors as small as 50cm should be achieved to get useful information from amplitudes time series.

2.3. Alternating Polarization

In the alternating polarization acquisition mode, ENVISAT takes simultaneously 2 images with 2 different polarizations of the same area, with the same acquisition geometry but with half azimuth resolution. Creating an interferogram between the two images (auto-interferogram), in correspondence “good” scatterers (where the 2 different spectra are coherent) the interferometric phase depends only on the polarimetric response of the scatterers [7]. Thus the polarimetric auto-interferogram can be exploited for discerning between odd and even bounces. A specular reflector (a mirror) behaves in the same way if illuminated with horizontal or vertical polarized signals (0 auto-interferometric phase), whereas a dihedral rotates the phase by $\pi$ radians [7], [8].

Figure 3. PS’s azimuth geometric conformation (Milan dataset). Color scale indicates the density of PS’s in a log scale. Y-axis: PS’s orientation as a function of normalized Doppler Centroid [Hz/PRF]. X-axis: PS’s azimuth extension [m]. This extension can be larger than one cell, as the phase response has central symmetry and the amplitude one is windowed by the ground reflectivity pattern. Left: normalized Doppler Centroids histogram.

Figure 4. An example of Displacement time series [mm] measured by ERS and ENVISAT from 2 different parallel tracks 40km apart. Stars: track 208, circles: track 480. Green dots: ERS-1. Red dots: ERS-2. Blue dots: ENVISAT.
In figure 5 three histograms of the auto-interferometric phase are shown for different elevation classes of the PS’s in Milan. It’s interesting to observe that the probability to have dihedrals at the ground level is quite high, while at higher elevations odd-bounces dominate (tiled roofs or corrugated iron roofs are good back-scatterers).

2.4. Temperatures

The last element taken into account is the correlation between the PS phase time series and temperatures taken at the acquisition time. This measurement does not refer to the target itself, but to the structure on which it lays. In fact, the phase oscillations are normally due to the thermal dilation of high composite steel-concrete buildings. The formula for linear expansion for a solid is

\[ \Delta L = \alpha L_0 \Delta T \]

A change in temperature \( \Delta T \) causes a dilation of \( \Delta L \) for an object of length \( L_0 \). The constant of proportionality \( \alpha \) is called the coefficient of linear expansion and depends on the material. Assuming a thermal expansion coefficient of \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \) (composite steel concrete buildings) and a temperature range of 30°C, a 24 mm oscillation corresponds to a 80m high building. This is the case depicted in figure 6 where an example of displacement time series before and after the subtraction of the temperature-dependent term is shown. The oscillation range is thus related to the building height, as can be seen in figure 7. The PS’s thermal dilation is plotted in correspondence of their elevation as estimated in the Milan site.

As seen, the oscillating term can affect enormously the series coherence. We couldn't find structures such that reported in figure 6 without a systematic estimation and removal of the thermal dilation component on the whole set of the analysed points.

3. CONCLUSIONS

These very first results on the PS physical nature show that:

i - PS’s position can be measured with an accuracy of about 1m only if large baselines and Doppler centroids are exploited.

ii - PS’s backscattering radiation pattern and thus their dimension and pointing angle can be roughly estimated by exploiting very large baselines and Doppler centroids.

iii - Dihedrals can be discriminated from specular or trihedrals reflectors by exploiting AP acquisitions

iv - Finally, the thermal dilation is an index of the structure typology on which the PS are located.

Further studies foresee the combination of more SAR satellites in order to study the targets response under a wider range of acquisition parameters.
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Figure 6. Displacement time series [mm] example. Green dots: ERS-1, red dots: ERS-2, blue dots: ENVISAT. Above: without removing the temperature-dependent term. Below: after removal of the temperature-dependent term. The 2 adjacent replica (± 28 mm) are plotted in order to elucidate ambiguities.

Figure 7. Correlation between PS’s thermal dilation [rad/°C] and their elevation [m]. Black line: composite steel concrete building expected trend of thermal dilation as a function of elevation.